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NEW FORM OF RETURN TO BE COMPLETED BY WEEKLY

WAGE-EARNERS

In his Budget Speech on 14th April, 1942, the Chancellor announced that a

simpler form of return will be introduced for use by the wage-earner. The new

form has now been drawn up and copies are available for the Press.

Other taxpayers are required each year to fill up a return form giving

particulars of their income from all sources and of the income tax allowances which

they claim. The old form of return for the weekly wage-earner followed this

general plan and as the wages to he shown on the form were those for the first half

of the year (ended on 5th October) it was not possible to send out the forms for

completion until October each year. A new plan is being adopted for weekly wage-

earners and in future the tax authorities will rely, for the purpose of making the

assessments, upon the figures of wages shown by the employers on their wages returns,
and it is therefore, no longer necessary to wait until October before getting the

forms completed by the wage-earners. Thus there is a rather important change in the

significance of the form; in future it will be called "A claim for Allowances

and Deductions" and the taxpayer will not be required to show his wages. He will

be asked to give particulars of any other source of income which he may have and

particulars of the various allowances which he claims to have deducted in his

tax assessment. In future, therefore, most of the forms - about 10,000,000
in all - will be sent out to the wage-earners in the months of June and July instead

of about four months later. This will enable the work of examining the returns and

of clearing up all queries to be spread over a longer period and will help to ensure

that deductions of tax from wages will start promptly next year.

When the form of the return was being revised, consideration was given to the

question whether it would be possible to re-cast it altogether so that the tax-

payer would have nothing to do but give straight answers to a series of direct

and single questions. This idea was naturally very attractive, but the various

reliefs which a taxpayer can claim are subject to a number of statutory conditions

which do not lend themselves to this treatment. To enable the tax authorities

to know whether the various conditions were satisfied the number of questions which

would have to be asked would be considerable. The simplest and commonest allowance

which can be claimed, via. the married personal allowance of £140 furnishes a clear

example of this. The new form says, "If you are married and your wife is living
with you or is wholly maintained by you, state her Christian names". If this were

converted into a direct questionnaire, the following questions will have to be

asked: -

1. Are you married?

2. Is your wife living with you?

3. Are you maintaining your wife?

4. What are her Christian names?

Thus what is done in hardly more than one line on the form would require no

less than four questions, two of which the ordinary married taxpyaer might well

resent. Similar considerations apply to such allowances as those for children

and dependent relatives and a direct questionnaire would, in fact, require a form

running into four foolscap pages of closely printed questions.

The wording of the new form is considerably simpler than that of the old, and

the notes which accompany the form are about as simple as the nature of the

subject permits. In both the form and the notes the language is modelled on that

employed in the "Income Tax Quiz for Manual Wage-earners". The notes have been put
in the same order as that in which the various allowances are shown on the form,
and this arrangement will facilitate reference to the notes as the form is filled

up.
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